
Cage PolarPro LiteChaser for iPhone 14 Pro Ref: 817465028360
Cage PolarPro LiteChaser for iPhone 14 Pro

LiteChaser Pro Polarpro cage case for iPhone 14 Pro
Make it easy to record videos with your iPhone 14 Pro. The LiteChaser Pro cage case by Polarpro is made of high-quality aluminum and
allows for simple yet quick installation of additional accessories. It offers 2 cold shoe mounts and 8 1/4"-20 holes, and features MagSafe
compatibility. You will also find an additional silicone insert in the kit. At the same time, the cage is very easy to install - you don't need
any tools for that.
 
Wide compatibility - many mounting options
Enhance the capabilities of your iPhone 14 Pro and record even better video footage. The case is equipped with 2 cold-shoe mounts and
as many as 8 1/4"-20 holes, so you can freely mount additional accessories, such as tripods and mounts. What's more, the product is
compatible with LiteChaser Pro filters designed for iPhone 13 or 14, LiteChaser Pro iPhone 14 Handle and Moment M-Series lenses (sold
separately).
 
Enhanced design
The case was created specifically with the iPhone 14 Pro in mind. This means that it will  fit your smartphone perfectly! The product is
extremely sturdy - durable aluminum was used for its construction. In addition, an additional silicone insert will protect your phone from
scratches.  The  case  is  also  compatible  with  MagSafe,  and  thanks  to  its  well-thought-out  design,  it  allows  stable  mounting  of  selected
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accessories in an extremely short time.
 
Brand
Polarpro
Model
IP14-PRO-CAGE
Color
Black
Material
Aluminum (cage) + silicone (insert)
Compatibility
iPhone 14 Pro

Preço:

Antes: € 126.0012

Agora: € 114.00

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Filters
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